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ABSTRACT 

Smart Meters have been called "Smart" for their 

communication capabilities, advanced billing 

configuration, event logging and register functions.  

Until now, DSOs have had little insight of the distribution 

grid, due to the absence of monitoring devices located at 

distribution-lines. Nowadays distribution networks are 

developing new capabilities with the installation of Smart 

Meters. Now it becomes possible to have additional 

information about LV grid. 

Smart Meter manufacturers can improve the product 

capabilities focusing their research on offering new 

electric parameters for power quality, state estimation and 

statistical methods that could be very useful from the 

demand point of view. All this information can be stored in 

IEDs placed in the secondary substations, and then 

submitted to the distribution substation. 

This paper is focused on the evolution of Smart Meters 

capabilities. These capabilities, integrated in the meters, 

will improve LV grid operation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Advanced measurement infrastructure is a system that 

communicates, collects and analyzes the measurements 

received from different electricity, gas, heating or water 

meters. It works well on demand or by a scheduled task. 

This infrastructure includes different means or interfaces 

for transmitting information, depending on the 

measurement system, location, context or characteristics 

of the environment, but it is the information gathered and 

not the means, which can evolve through new capabilities 

and features that can be added to the sensors to give more 

value to the measuring systems. The information is 

processed at different levels and enables consumption data 

to be known by the utility, users, distributors, etc. The 

system thus provides the basis so business stakeholders 

could implement a system of active demand management 

(GAD), so that consumption patterns may change 

depending on the price offer. However, can these so-called 

smart meters be even smarter? Otherwise,  could the 

processing speed required to perform billing tasks be used 

to improve the measure itself, and therefore obtain a better 

understanding of the network? This work covers several 

approaches such as multi-level state estimation, power 

quality, load estimation, anti-islanding support and 

alternative PMU units. 

ADVANCED MULTI-LEVEL STATE 

ESTIMATION 

The state estimation is a common activity in electrical 

systems, widely used to detect erroneous measurements 

and calculate the state of a network at all points.  

 

Recent studies show that it is possible to take advantage of 

this AMI infrastructure. The prediction of the behavior in 

low voltage networks and distribution grids are much more 

difficult to predict. This opens a wide range of research 

lines. [1] 

 

The effectiveness of the system is based on the existence 

of data redundancy, with sufficient capacity to be 

transmitted. The possibility of incorporating all the 

information provided by Smart meters will improve this 

redundancy. These data are processed by computers and 

are based on the rapid resolution of systems of differential 

equations with many variables. The parameters in 

distribution grids have a greater change rate that suggest 

that the computation should be performed not centralized 

in a single central computer of calculation, but by different 

IEDs of the system.  The required research in the next 

years will be focused on finding the optimal distribution of 

computational algorithms for solving the equations. 

POWER QUALITY 

Smart meters can provide distributed, synchronized 

voltage and power measurements, providing the required 

grid feedback for enhanced voltage unbalance 

compensation. These measurements allow power quality 

monitoring of parameters such as voltage unbalance, 

harmonics, voltage sags and swell all along the distribution 

network. Power losses and undesired current circulation 

through neutral wires due to load unbalance can also be 

evaluated. Modern DSP state of art, used in most meters 

today, could perform all those values with no additional 

costs.  

 

ADVANCED DISTRIBUTION 

TRANSFORMER LOAD ESTIMATION 

 

Due to a lack of measurements at the feeders and 

distribution transformers, the confidence on the 

transformer load-management reports was low in the past. 
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Smart Meters provide a new way of enhancing transformer 

load modeling and management. 

 

 

The main tasks of smart meters are generally related to 

consumption parameters: log of active energy in both 

directions and reactive in the four quadrants; instantaneous 

values of power, voltage, current, power factor, etc. They 

are also able to make a consumption management or 

control loads. These devices are widely configurable to 

define data to be recorded, integration period, load profile 

capacity, etc. and finally, they have the ability to 

communicate all this data, and the greater capacity for 

communication; the more intelligent it is considered. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 – Neutral current estimation 

 

In this work for example [2], the author illustrates a well-

known problem with reactive power in three-phase 

systems. The analysis of the recommended measurements 

in the definitions of power components (IEEE 1459) [3] 

and compared with those of the standard for billing meters 

IEC-62053 [4]. The comparison is important because 

requirements specified by IEC are conditioned by the 

alleged limitations of processor systems, so they consider 

the fundamental component for the calculation of reactive 

power. This preconception is put into question, obviously 

given the processing capabilities distributed in the IED’s 

of the entire network. The debate could be even more 

important since reactive power and its real effects are 

increasingly considered by the utilities for billing or 

penalty. Likewise, other studies [5] are also investigating 

the needs measuring voltage unbalance as true source of 

system losses. This currently is neither measured nor much 

less reported in the bill closures by accountants. Moreover, 

continuing the study of this effect [6] but sometimes the 

reactive compensation in local mode may cause an effect 

of imbalance with worse consequences for the neutral 

current than what is intended to correct. Additionally, this 

problem is not detected because there would be no effects 

associated with the direct measurement. 

ANTI-ISLANDING SUPPORT 

Smart Meters are provided with the voltage and current 

signals required for implementing anti-islanding passive 

methods, and with a built-in power control relay, so adding 

protective features to the device with no additional costs is 

possible. Voltage variation, phase angle jump detection, 

ROCOF, among other methods can be applied. Electric 

power utilities are concerned with distributed generators 

(DG) including photovoltaic, wind farm, etc. Islanding is 

one of the most important issues to address in DG 

applications. DG units are rapidly increasing and most of 

them are interconnected with the distribution network to 

supply power into local loads. Islanding operations of DG 

usually occur when power supply from the main utility is 

interrupted due to several reasons. 

The islanding is a condition in which a subset of a network 

or electric power system is energized by itself and 

separated from the rest of the electric power system. 

Normally, these kinds of generators have a built-in 

islanding detector with different sensibilities or non-

detection zones (NDZ), depending on the method that is 

used.  

 

 The proposed implementation uses the DSP 

capabilities of the smart meter and the built-in power 

control relay, in order to add protective features to the 

device with no additional costs. This kind of meters can 

additionally obtain voltage measurements from both sides 

of their disconnection devices. For the proper operation 

and integration of the meter, settable values will be 

implemented. It has to work with different kind of power 

systems, DG and inverters. Special care has to be taken 

while setting the thresholds because if the setting is too 

aggressive then it could result in false detections. 

 

 The absolute values of the power supply will be 

obtained and compared with the configured operation 

limits of Voltage variation (under-voltage, over-voltage), 

Frequency variation (under-frequency or over-frequency) 

and Harmonic distortion. The voltage at the load side can 

also be measured as an independent value.  

 

Additionally, other algorithms could be also used, such as 

Phase angle jump detection and Rate of Change of 

Frequency (ROCOF), among others. Applying them in 

combination will reduce the NDZ. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Sampling during a phase shift event 
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Those algorithms monitor the phase difference or a sudden 

change in the phase of voltage at the meter. The phase 

jump detection method searches for rapid changes in the 

voltage phase angle, which usually occurs during 

transition from normal operation to an islanding. This will 

be done by a software based phase-locked loop. The 

internal algorithm will be based on a filtered differential 

calculation of the frequency, extracted directly from the 

PLL. On the other hand, ROCOF is considered to be the 

most commonly used measurement for anti-islanding. The 

initial response of the system has to be detected before the 

main generator can respond to balance the system, in cases 

where the power imbalance in the islanding system is not 

too big. 

 

Additionally it is possible to configure the monitoring of 

loss or significant deterioration of the PRIME signal as a 

condition for detecting an island. For this parameter to be 

considered, conditions in positive detections must be based 

on historical measurements of electrical parameters, and 

also an appreciable differential signal loss before and after 

the transition. 

 

 

 
Figure 3 - Unbalance and THD during an islanding operation 

[7] 

 

When a disconnection occurs, the protection module will 

take note of the state to be used for further decisions.  The 

smart meter will also be disconnected due the lack of 

power from both the DG and the utility distribution grid. 

The best reconnection method once the power from the 

main grid is reestablished is under discussion. The meter 

can detect that the power off has been triggered by an 

islanding disconnection, by reading its own action register, 

and reconnect when it is powered up if the conditions of 

the measured voltage allow the operation, closing the 

relays. Despite the shutdown, the meter will save its 

operating status and the reason for opening, information 

that is registered in a list of specific events. 

 

LOW COST PMU UNIT DEVELOPMENT 

Smart meters that integrate PLC communication 

technology can be used to synchronize current and voltage 

measurements in the same network circuit. 

Synchrophasors are being used widely in HV/MV 

substation applications. However, at the moment they are 

not being used in LV applications due to cost constraints. 

Simultaneous synchronized measurements can be post-

processed later by the secondary substation data 

concentrator.

 
Figure 4 Synchronization diagram (Prime Alliance 
TWG) 

 

To achieve the goal of synchronized measurements across 

multiple devices, two basic conditions are necessary: to 

provide the trigger (trigger) sampling and adjust 

timestamps in order to perform the function of sampling 

time setting. Trigger specific control packets indicating 

specific events (Fig. 10) are used for sampling. That is, we 

could tell all meters to indicate the exact time of a voltage 

zero crossing, or when we want to start sampling. 

 

In the case of synchronous measurements, it is important 

to indicate a trigger (trigger) sampling with a precise time, 

but it is also necessary to correct the natural drift of each 

counter to equalize the sampling period of them all. This 

latter is accomplished by special frame "beacon", which is 

necessarily transmitted by the Base nodes each 618.24 ms, 

therefore, all counters would correct the drift so that the 

error of the sampling period is the same at the base node, 

which is who sets the sampling rate frequency. Is it a 

requirement that the base node is specially calibrated with 

a more restrictive error than meters? It might be required 

for certain applications, but not especially for metrology. 

Assuming that the time between two beacons is a 

calibrated time, each counter will adjust all times 

correcting the drift. 

CONCLUSION 

Therefore Smartmeters functionalities can be improved in 

order to offer accurate and real-time information for LV 

grid supervision and control systems. The main advantage 

is that it is a cost-effective solution, as technology is 

already available in the deployed meters. 
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This capabilities evolution will allow distribution 

operators to make the most of the ongoing AMI 

deployment. The key is that Smartmeters can offer not 

only billing but also advanced supervision capabilities. 
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